Overview

StudentLogger provides simple, centralized communication for educators. It is a single-point, structured platform for teachers, administrators and parents to share, document, and review student performance, behavior, interactions, and accolades.

It helps to create a culture of support focused on increasing student performance by providing a mechanism for private and secure documentation of school-related interactions. At-risk students can be identified earlier and behavioral interventions staged promptly and positive activities can be documented for future rewards. Communications can be generated for individual students or for a group or team in a few simple clicks. StudentLogger revolutionizes classroom accountability, interactions and environment by putting communication first.

“StudentLogger not only streamlined the referral processes at my school, completely eliminating a cumbersome and confusing color-coded paper system, but it also greatly improved overall communication among teachers.”

– Rachel S., Teacher

Student Logger Benefits

- Makes communication between teachers, administrators, 3rd party providers, and parents easy
- Streamlines tracking of student interventions and the disciplinary referral process
- Provides mechanism to reward positive behaviors
- Intuitive reporting and analytics to track progress within school environment
- Cloud-based infrastructure built on FERPA-compliant technology allows easy integration into other administrative systems
- Suite of add-on tools allow schools to customize solutions to meet their needs
- Supports school and district-level RTI, PBIS, and MTSS efforts
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StudentLogger Features

- Teacher-specific home screens for their students
- Fully customizable school-specific logs for all types of incidents, matters, and referrals
- Real-time viewing and access of student’s complete log history for his/her teacher, principal, dean, counselors
- Reporting access for teachers and administration personnel
- Administrative viewing for tracking logs on current/daily/weekly basis
- Automatic email notification triggers for “To Do” items
- Dean-level escalation of student logs for formal misconduct actions with automatic teacher notification
- Customizable student groups for easy log creation for special education teachers, after-school programs and activities
- Easy bulk log creation for customizable groups of students

"The system maintains a helpful reporting function that allows administrators to summarize all of the work done within and across schools. StudentLogger has been critical to the organization of my schools. I recommend it for any school or district seeking to organize student support services and track student progress."

– Margaret C., Social and Academic Supports Facilitator

Quotes

“StudentLogger provides a platform for housing key information that informs the work our professional learning communities do to support specific students’ needs. It allows administrators to summarize all of the work done within and across schools.”

– Leah C., School Climate Coach

“In the first month of adoption, our school achieved an 84% usage rate among staff and teachers and was able to sustain this rate throughout the school year—a testament to how much teachers appreciated the new system. Most impressively, however, StudentLogger facilitated a 200% increase in the number of teachers nominating students for awards based upon positive behavior, attendance, and academic improvements. StudentLogger, without a doubt, has contributed to significant positive changes in the culture, climate, and communication at our school.”

– Rachel S., Teacher
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